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AbstractmA mathematical model is described, and uniqueness ofa solution is proved in a 
class of Lipschitz continuous functions. The numerical pproximation is then considered. 
The convergence of some numerical scheme is proved, which states assistance of a 
solution. Other numerical results are mentioned, with their comparison to the results of 
experiments obtained in the laboratory. 
1. THE MATHEMATICAL  MODEL 
As detailed in [1] or [2], a suitable model is the following: 
8C + u(x)  8C = -k (X)  c (C* - C~) "yXC (1) 
yXCc , aC~=k(X)  c (C ,_Cc)__ .  . __ 
at V1 +b2x"  
OX 
+ [3u(X) :~_  = ax(c  + Co) - bX, 
Ot 
(2) 
(3) 
with z E f l  = ]0, 1[ and t E ]0, T], for some T > 0. A rather weak constraint upon T will 
be given later, l'l represents an experimental column, which is long enough in order to 
make the one-dimensional model available, and t is the time. The quantities C, Co and X 
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are, respectively , the nonadsorbed and the adsorbed substrate concentrations and the 
biomass (bacteria) concentration. They are nonnegative functions on ~ x ]0, T[. The 
velocity of water is u(X), which depends on the uniform norm IX(., t) I at any time t in 
]0, T[. This hypothesis expresses the incompressibility of L®(fl) water. The function u is 
Lipschitz-continuous on [0, +~[, nonincreasing and supposed to be positive for X = 0. 
We denote by 3~ the first value such that u(X) = 0. 
Function k generalizes Thomas constant. It depends here on the biomass X(z, t). k is 
a Lipschitz continuous, nonnegative and nonincreasing function on [0, +w[. The constant 
C* is the maximal concentration the activated carbon can fix (per unit). The expression 
TX[~/~ (j = 1 or 2) (4) 
corresponds to the assijnilation of adsorbed (for j = 2) or nonadsorbed (for j = 1) 
substrate by the bacteria. The coefficients C*, ~/, b~, and b2 are positive real constants. 
Choice (4) allows one to take into account a linear behaviour for low values of X and 
saturation for greater values. Another regular increasing function of X, which is zero for 
X = 0 and bounded, may replace (4) in this study. However, (4) seems to be a very 
satisfying expression for this model, from the experimental results. 
The coefficient/3 belongs to ]0, 1[, and states for the migration of bacteria through the 
filter. The coefficient /~ is the growth rate of the biomass, and b is the endogenous 
respiration coefficient. Both/x and b are positive constants. The initial values are given 
by 
C(z, 0) = C°(z);  C(z, 0) = C°(z) ;  X(z, 0) = X°(z) ,  
for z E FL Functions C °, C °, and X ° are nonnegative elements of 
(5) 
dv ~ L®(f~)}. (6) W(~) = {v E C°(~), dz 
This class of functions will be considered as a subspace of C°(l)) (that is, with the 
uniform norm). Note that W(fD, as an algebraic set, coincides with the Lipschitz 
continuous functions on IL The case X ° = 0 is rather trivial, since the biomass would be 
off work . . .  
From the stream sense, no boundary conditions are to be given at z = 1 for any time 
t >0.  We set, for z = 0 and t >0,  
C(0, t) = S,(t);  x (0 ,  t) = S3(t), (7) 
where $1, $3 are nonnegative Lipschitz continuous functions on [0, T], satisfying 
$1(0) = c°(0) ;  $3(0) = x°(0) .  (8) 
No condition is needed for Cc at z = 0. We define 
So = max{lS,lc~(0,r); Ic°lr(.)}; ~0 = max{lS3lr ( . ) ;  Ix°IL-(.)}. (9) 
In order to shorten the notation of (1), (2), (3), we introduce V as the three 
components vector (C, Co, X) and denote by F(V) the right-hand-side of this system. 
Then F is a function defined on R 3 into itself. The diagonal matrix diag(u(X), 0,/3i(X)) 
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is denoted by D(X). Now the system may be written 
aV hV + D(X)-~: :-- = F(V) at oz (z, t) E f l  x ]0, T[. (10) 
From the hypothesis on u, the coefficients of D do not depend on z. Moreover, F is a 
Lipschitz continuous function on ER = [0, So] x [0, C*] × [0, R], with R > 0 (space R 3 is 
normed by using IIvIl=lCl+lccl+lxl). The nonlinear system is hyperbolic, whose 
differential part is linearly degenerate. 
Now, we suppose that the data are such that 
, x 
(r0< X;  T<l~(C.+So) log , (11) 
in order to have u~0.  The choice u(X)=exp(-a(X-XO+), that we have used in 
experiments, allow any time T since X is infinite. 
2. A UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
Since the functions of W(I~) are continuous, we can prove uniqueness without any 
additional condition, such as entropy conditions (e.g., [3], [4]) for hyperbolic systems. 
We use a weak formulation of (10) to derive the proof of existence. A solution is defined as a 
function V of {C°(O, T; W(I'I))} 3 satisfying 
(---~-+ D(X)y~)+ F(V) 
f~x]O, T[ 
+f  V °'~(z,0) dz+ f D(X(t)) 'qb(O,t)dt=O, (12) 
]o, T[ 
for any qb = (~l, ~2, ~b3) • {C-'(D, x [0, T])} 3 such that 
¥t ~ 10, T[, qb(1, t) = 0; 4~(0, t) = 0; (13) 
Vz ~ f~ O(z, t) = 0. 
Scalar products are denoted by dots. The vectors V ° and S are notations for the initial 
data (C °, C °, X °) and the boundary data (S~, 0, $3), respectively. We proof the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Problem (12) has at most one solution in (C°(0, T; W(~'~))) 3.
Proo[. let us suppose that both V1 and V2 are such solutions, satisfying the same 
boundary conditions S(t). We shall impose later the initial conditions to be the same. We 
put 
V = V l -  V2; Vo = V~(., 0 ) -  V2(', 0). 
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From (12), we get 
1 f l { V " \~-~-[ O* + ~I (D(XO + D(X2)) ~-'~)w, +~(V' + V2) " (D(X,) -  D(X2)) OCbOz 
Ilx]0, T[ 
+ (F(V,) - F(V2))" } dz dt + f Vo" cb(z, O) dz = O. 
1"1 
We fix t0E]0, T[ and choose the following form for ~: 
• (z, t) = ~(z,  t)O(t) 
with 
/ ¢~(z - ~(t)) \ 
• (z, t) = I q,~(z) 1. 
\~3(z - fib(t))~ 
0 is a scalar function of t, such that (13) is satisfied on fl x ]0, to[ with 
= fo' ½ (.(x,) + ds. 
From this choice, 
3t + (D(XO + D(X2))--~--~z = ~(z, t)O'(t). 
Now, since OVdOz and OVJOx are bounded, we have at any t E ]0, to[: 
O_~_~ dz f I (V ,+ V2)'(D(X,)-D(X2)) 3z 
1"1 
Thus, we get from (14), 
f f V . qt(z, t)O'(t) dz dt 
llx]0, T[ 
= - f  I (V,  + V2)" (D(X,) - D(X2))" ~ dz 
II 
- f S(O, t). (D(X,) -  D(X2))~(0, t) dt. 
10, T[ 
ff 
llx]0, T[ 
-~z (V1 + V2)(D(Xt) - D(X2)) - (F(V O - F(Vg ] . d~ dz dt 
(14) 
+ f S(O, t). (D(X,) - D(X2))~(0, t) d t -  f Vo" ~(z, 0) dz. 
0 tl 
(15) 
Let us precise now the choices of ~ and 0. We introduce a nonnegative function 
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p ~ C~(R) with support in ]0, 1[ and such that 
For E > 0, we put 
f p(x) dx = 1. 
R 
for any real x. We denote by z~, z2, and z3 the points of ~ such that 
IIv(', t)llL=~.~ = IC,(z,. to) - C~(z,, to)l + Ic~.,(z2, to) - c~.z(zz, to)l + Ix~(z3, to) - xz(z3,  to)l, 
that is, realizing the maximum of each components of V. Then we take • such that 
with 
I//l( z -- o/(to) ) = sg(C l (Z l ,  to) -- C2(ZI, to) )P , (~l ) ,  
~2(Z) = sg(Cc,(z2,  to ) -  Cc2(Z2, to))p,(~2),  
~/3(Z -- ~301~(to)) = sB(XI(Z3, tO) -- X2(z3 ,  to))p,(~3), 
~i= ({z-z~ if z iE[0 ,1[  for i = l, 2, 3; 
z~-z  if z j= l  t 
sg is the sign function. For ~ > 0, we put 
which satisfies 
Since 
for any ~ > 0, we get from (15), 
I ff 
f~x]O, T[ 
t 
O(t) = O~(t) = - f  p,(to - s) ds, 
to 
t 0~(0)=1; On=p~(to-t); On~<l. 
f pAO d~ = 1, 
R 
to 
v.  ~z . , )0 ' . )  dz d, [ ~ M,K, f IX,~'. s ) -  X2~-. s)l~-,., ds 
0 
to 
+ MoK f liE(', s)ll~'~.,,' as + II Vdl~o~.,,,, 
0 
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1 1 a 
M1 = Mo + IS~(0, .)lLo~o, T~ + IS3(0, ")lL-~o, T~, 
and where K~ and K are the Lipschitz constant of u and F, respectively. By taking first 
the ~ limit and then the ~-limit, we get, for A = M~K~ + MoK,  
to  
0 
From the Gronwall-Bellman Lemma, we obtain, for any to E ]0, T[, 
II v( . ,  to)ll~<.~)3 ~< IIVoll~.~)~ e~,  (16)  
which gives uniqueness for Vo = 0. Theorem 1 is proved. 
3. NUMERICAL  APPROXIMATION 
Let N E N, which will tend to infinity. We put h = I /N ,  then z~ = ih for i = 0, 1 . . .  N and 
t, = nrh for n = 0 . . .  no (no is the integer part of TIrh),  with r >0,  a constant rate 
introduced to control the stability of the scheme. We denote by 
n _ n n 
V i - (C i, C~,i, XT) (17) 
the appropriate solution at point (z, t . )~  1)x [0. T[. and by u ~ the velocity at time t.. 
that is, 
u" = u(sup XT) (18) 
i 
The diagonal matrix associated to u ~ is D~, with (!0 o) 
Dn=u ~ 0 0 , 
o 
(19) 
and I is the identity on R 3. The initial and boundary data are approached by writing 
with 
f 1 f Cl(0, t) dt; o 1 V(z ,O)  dz" Cg meas(J~ Al l )  v ~ = meas(I~ n fl) ' = 
I i n 1~ Jn Cll] 
n , f Xo = meas(J~ N lq) S3(0, t) dr, 
J n CI[~ 
Ii = ]zi - (h/2), zl + (hi2)[ 
Jn = ]tn - r(hl2), tn + r(h/2)[ 
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(0 <~ i ~< N, 0 ~ n ~< no), and meas( = measure) is the length of the precised interval. The 
function V(z, 0) is obtained from (5). In the following, we shall take " - Co.0- C~".~ for any 
n~>0. 
We consider the explicit upwind difference scheme 
V7 +'= V7 - rD,(V7 - VT-O + rh(I - rD,)F(VT) + r2hD, F(V~_,) (20) 
for which we prove convergence. We denote by Vh the Ql-interpolate on each set 
]z, z~+t[ x It., t,+~[ defined by Vh(z~, t ) = V7 for 0 ~< i ~< n, 0 ~< nc ~< no. Then 
with 
Vh E {C°(O, t,,o; Wh(,O))} 3 
Wh( l l )={vEC°(~) ;~z  z ~z,,:,+,t = constant} • 
THEOREM 2. We suppose that the rate r satisfies 
ru(O) ~< 1 (21) 
(Courant-Fr iedrichs-Lewy stability condition) and 
r~<lmax(  1 ,  ~, 3, 1} 
h tk(O)C* x/~' x /~ 'b  (22) 
(which is trivial for h small enough). Then the sequence Vh uniformly converges, as h 
tends to zero, towards the unique solution V of (12). 
Proo[. We use a compacity argument, from the estimates 
V(z, t) E I I  x ]0, T[, Vh(Z, t) ~ ER, (23) 
with 
and 
R, = O'o exp[(~(C* + So) - b)t], 
av. + aVh 
with some constant M, not depending on h. Note that R, <~f( from (11), thus u" is 
never zero. We shall prove (23) and (24) later. Both estimates imply the sequence 
Vh to be equicontinuous and uniformly bounded (with respect to h). Thus, by the 
Arzela-Ascoli theorem, it is compact in C°(I) x ]0, TD. Let us denote by V the limit of 
a subsequence {Vh=} C{Vh}. From (23), OVh,laz (resp. Vh.IOt) weakly-star converges in 
(L~(Iqx]0, T[)) 3 towards a bounded function, which necessary coincides with 
aV/at (resp. av/at) almost everywhere on lqx]0,  T[. Thus, V belongs to 
(C°(0, T;  W(fl)) 3, after modification of a subset of measure zero of ~ x ]0, T[. 
We prove now that V satisfies (12). Let us take a test function • in Ct(l) x [0, T]) and 
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satisfying (13). We multiply (20) by h and O7 = (I)(zl, t,) (scalar product), then sum for 
i E{0 . . .  N} and n E{0 . . .  no}. We obtain 
.~ {(V~ ÷' - VT)" 07 + rDn(V7 - V,\,) • O7}h = ~ ((I - rD,)F(VT) + rD.F(V~_,)). ~Trh 2. 
i ,n l,n 
But 
07 -0~- '  
- ~ (v~ +' -  VT).OTh = +E VT. rh 
1,11 
rh 2 + ~ V°" OOh 
converges, by Lebesgue's theorem (dominated convergence), towards 
Similarly, 
ff oo f V" ~-~ dz dt + V(z, O)O(z, O) dz. 
fix]0, T[ fi 
- ~., rn , (v7 - V,"-I).07h = Z D.V" • O'~+'- O7 rh2 + ~ D.Vg • O~rh 
• i,n h rl 
converges to 
ff D(X)V'OO f D(X)S(t).O(O,t)dt, 
fix]O, T[ 10, T[ 
by the same arguments and since 
lu" - u (X  (., t ) ) l  ~ Kl lXh( ' ,  t) - X (., t)lL'~n~, 
which tends to zero, thus implying the convergence of D. towards D(X, (., t)). We have 
also 
{(I - rD~)F(VT)+ rD~F(V~_O}. 07rh 2= ~,F (VD.  07rh2 + Rh 
i ,n i, rl 
with 
Rh = -~,  rD~(F(CT)  - F (V~_ , ) ) .  ~Trh 2. 
l,n 
Obviously 
IRhl ~ rKu(O)ll~ll,_ ® ~ IIV7 - VP-,IIL®rh 2~ (rKu(O)II~IIL®MT)h 
I,n 
and tends to zero. Moreover, 
if lim ~ F(V?) .07rh 2 = F (V) .~dz  dt. h=hm-~O , 
llx]O, T[ 
By taking the limit of (24) as h = hm tends to zero, we get (12) for V which is unique. 
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Thus,  the whole sequence {V,} does converge to V. It remains to prove (23) and (24) and 
then existence is true, as well as convergence.  
Let  us prove (23), by induction on n. We suppose that it is true for all (z, t) in 
1~ x ]0, t, [. Then, for the first equation, and writ ing 
we have f rom (20) 
vX  ( j= l  o r2) ,  f j (X )  - V ~  
C~ +1 = C7[1 - rhk(XT) (  C* - C'~,i) - rhf l(XT)][1 - ru"] 
+ C~_l[1 - rhk(X~-t ) (C*  - CT . i -O-  rhf t (X~O][ru~].  
Each coefficient lies in [0, 1] f rom (21) and (22), thus we get 
0 <~ C7 +~ <~ max(CT)[1 - ru" + ruq  ~ So. 
For  the second equation, we have f rom (20), • 
cn+l  n n ~,i = C~,i(1 - rhf  2(XT)) + rhk(X'~)CT( C* - C~,i) 
and ~,~c'"+J is nonnegat ive since coefficients of C7~. and (C* -  C~.~) are both nonnegative.  
We can also write it as 
(C* - C~,i) = (C* - C~,,)[1 - rhk(XT)CT]  + rhf2(X")C~.,,  
, ( "~ n+ 1 n then C* - C~"'~ is nonnegative.  We have shown that ~.~ belongs to [0, C*] if C~,~ already 
does. For  the third equation, we have 
X~ +~ = XT[1 + rh(p~C7 + p,C~:,i- b)][1 - ~ru"] + X~_~[1 + rh(l~C~_~ + I~C'~,i-1 - b) l~ru" ,  
where coefficients of X7 and X~_I are both nonnegat ive f rom (21) and (22). Thus,  X~ +1 is 
nonnegative.  On the other hand, if X7 E [0, R,.] for all j, 
X ,+t  ~< o max{1 + rh(tzC7 + ~C~,j) - b} ~< Rt.(1 + rh(l~C* + I~So-  b)). i ~ ~ ' t  n 
Indeed 
Rt,(1 + rh (~C*  + i~So - b )) ~ cro e ("c*+sO" e (~c*+"s°-b)rh = Rt,+L, 
since 1 + x ~< e x for any real x. We have proved (23). 
We prove now (24). F rom (20), we get for i I> 2, 
V~ +~- V7 +l= (1 - rD , ) (V7  - V7-1)+ rD , (V i%-  VIL2) 
+ rh{(I  - rD , ) (F (VT)  - F(VT_O) + rD.(F(V,"_t) - F(V~_2))}. 
Let  us consider now each component  of this equality,  by denoting Fi(VT), 1 ~< j ~< 3, 
the three components  of F(VT) and Kj their L ipschitz  constant.  The first one gives, by 
using (21), 
]C~ '+' - C~'_+1'1 ~< (1 - ru" ) lC7  - CT-d + ru"lCT-,- C7-21 
+ r,rh{[lV7 - V~'_,]](1 - ru") + ] [V~'_ , -  VL211ru'}.  
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sup IC7 +' -  cF:,'l ~ sup IC7 - Ci\,[ + K , rh  sup IIv7 - v,%ll. 
i>~2 i>~l i~l 
n Now,  for i = 1, since C~.o is set equal to C~,~, we have 
[C~ +~- C~+1 <~ (1 - ru" ) ]CT-  C~I+ rU"[r- ~ [C~ +1-  Cg- - rhFt (Vg) [}  
We define Mn by 
then 
and we get 
+ K,rh(1 - ru.) l lV7 - W811. 
m+l m I 1 ICo - Co  M, = sup ~ -;-- FI(V'~) 
m<-n !~ rn 
IC7 +1 - C~+'I ~< max(hM, ,  C2 - Cg) + K, rh l lV7  - vail 
sup IC7 ÷ ' -  C ~'_+l~[ < max(hM, ,  sup Ic7 - c7,1) + K, rh  sup Ilv7 - v7-111. 
i~>1 i~>l i>~1 
With the same arguments,  f rom the third equation, we obtain 
with 
sup IX~ ÷l -  X ~-+ltl ~< max(hM' ,  sup IX7 - X~-I[) + K3rh sup[IV7 - V7111, 
i~>l iF1 i~1 
1 X~ l+l- X~ t n I 
M'n = sup~. ~--¢1 N F3(Vo) . 
For the second equation, we get 
sup ]C~,~ l -  CT, i-,[ ~ sup ]C~,,-  C7./-I1 + K2rh sup IIv7 - vL,II. 
i~>l i~l i~>l 
Thus,  we have the est imate 
sup IIv? ÷ ' -  vT÷,'ll ~ max{h(M.  + M~), sup IIV7 - V?-dl} O + Krh)  
i~I i>~l 
which implies, by induction, 
sup IIV7 - VT-,ll ~ max{h(Mn + M~), sup UV ° -  V°_,ll} O + Krh)". 
i~l i~l 
We have also 
V~ +1 - V7 = - rDn(V7  - Vi~-0 + rh( I  - rDn)F(VT) + r:hDnF(V~_O, 
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which gives 
live ÷ ' -  VTII ~ (1 ÷ Krh) run l lV7  - v?-dl ÷ rhllF(V7)ll. 
Thus, we have 
Iq LI IIv  lv LI LL v 'IL ilaV.ii ÷ aw.  supu ;ff ÷sup h 
II--~--II L ~ ~ L i,. i., 
~< supi,~ ]IF( VT)H + (1 + ru (0))(1 + Krh)"+L max {Mn+ M' ,  sup [[ V° h V°-'l[ } 
which is uniformly bounded with respect to h. As a matter of fact, Mn and M'n are 
bounded for u n, which is always far from zero since X7 always lies in [0, Rt~]. Then, we 
get (24) and Theorem 2 is proved. 
4. SOME REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Some numerical experiments were performed and compared with the results obtained in 
the experiments made in the laboratory. The results recorded in [2] were computed with 
a numerical scheme derived from the Adams-Basforth scheme, with the same upwinding 
device on the right-hand-side as in (20). We can also consider some explicit process to 
compute this right-hand-side. For example this scheme 
V'~ +1 = V7 - rD , (V7  - Via-l) + rhG(V~ +1, VT, Vi~-i) 
with 
G(v?*',  VT, n vi-1) = 
F,(C'~ +1, C~ ÷1, XT)  
F2(C'/÷~, r ~÷~ y~.~ 
- ~ru F3(C, , v~, , (1 ~run)F3(C~+l, C.+l~, , X~i)+ n a+J t +l Xi~l )  
is of the implicit type for C and Co, and explicit for X. Stability and then convergence 
may be proved for this scheme, by using the same arguments as in this paper. The main 
of them is the invariance of [0, So] x [0, C*] for C and Co. 
From the discretization of the space derivatives by using an upwinding scheme, we 
have no more accuracy than the order one. Now, the results we obtain are close enough 
to these of the chemical experiments. The difference between them is generally less than 
the expected measure rror. Moreover, this method allows computation for rather great 
T, which may corresponds to a few days. In practice, the experiment is always broken 
off before u becomes to a small, and the whole filter is washed up. 
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